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Coro11ary 1 - Let B be an u1trafi1ter mass and À a continuous

mass on e:t EIf( Il), with B«À. Then ~ = B + À is non-atomi c and

non-continuous.

•
lS a

Coro 11 ary 2 - Let B

that B«À, where À

be a measure on 0..

be an ultrafilter mass on Ci cl§!(ll)

continuous measure on Cl. Then

such

B cannot

Remark - It is interesting a1so to look at Theorem 5 as another

counterexamp1e to known resu1ts for measures: in [7] it is shown that,

given two measures À and v,with v«À and À non atomic (i.e.

continuous), then valso is non-atomico Actua11y, this need not be true

if v is on1y a mass (and not a measure), for examp1e if it is an

u1trafi1ter mass B, as that of Coro11ary 2. The existence of such a mass

(given À) can be proved (cfr. [lJ) taking an

the fi 1ter

Cl. -ultrafilter containing

4. Atomic masses and measurab1e cardina1s.

5ince the mass occurring in Theorem 5 is non-atomic (and non-cont~

nuous), Theorem 4 can be suitab1y app1ied to it, giving easi1y a countab1y

additive sequence of sets a1so for the atomic mass v.

Theorem 6 - Let v be an atomi c mass on a a-a 1gebra (1. c: 1'(Il), such

that V«À, where is a continuous measure on c:l. Then there exists

a sequence (A ) of mutua11y disjoint measurab1e sets, such thatn

00

= "l v (A )n= n •
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Proof - Use Theorem 4 for ~ - v + À, taking into account the coun-

table additivity of À••

Now, in order to deal with the so-ca11ed "U1am's measure problem", we

recall some known facts about ultrafilter over a set n; we limit

owrselves to free ultrafilters(cfr. the remark following Proposition 3).

Definition 6 - An ultrafilter over n ;s o-complete if, given

any sequence of sets A e 1,(, , one has
n

('lA e U.
n=l n

Proposition 4 - Let f3 be an ul trafi lter mass on Cl. =IP(n), and let

'lA. be the corresponding (free) ultrafilter. Then f3
• if and1S a measure

on ly i f tL • o-complete .1S

Proof Countab l e additi vi ty of f3 impl ies that, •- glVen any sequence
00

of sets A e'U... , for A' = n - A ,u. we must have U A' , LI.. •n n n n=1 n
00

00

n A e'L(..Therefore n - U A' = • is o-complete. The1 • e.n= l n n= l n '

converse is also easily seen, since is two-valued.

Definition 7 - Let n be a set: card is said measurab1e when there

exists a o-complete free u1trafilter over n.

Coro11ary 3 - An ultrafilter measure exists on (1 =9(n) if and on1y
•

if card n is measurable.

(Notice that the latter measure is finite,defined for a11 subsets of

n, and zero on sing1etons).

The question concerning the existence of measurable cardina1s (known

a1so under the name of U1am's measure prob1em) cannot be sett1ed in ZFC

(Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory w;th the Axiom of Cho;ce).
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It was shown that a measurab1e cardinal (assuming its existence)

must be very 1arge and, in fact, must be an inaccessib1e cardinal:

rea11y, if k is a measurab1e cardinal, then there are k inac

cessib1e cardina1s preceding it (cfr., e.g., [l1J, p. 26 and [14J,

p. 26).

Moreover, the existence of a measurab1e cardinal sett1es many

ma thema ti ca1 prob1ems: see [a] .

On the other hand, if we assume that "all" sets are constructt b1e

(the so-ca11ed "axiomof constructibility" V = L), no measurab1e cardinal

exists: in fact, if there is a measurab1e cardinal, then V = L " is

as false as it possib1y can be" (cfr. [14J, p. 31).

Notice that,by Coro11ary 3, the existence of an u1trafi1ter measure

on "P(rl) is eguiva1ent to the statement that card rl is measurab1e ,

whi1e an u1trafi1tpr mass a1ways exists, by a c1assica1 resu1t due

to Tarski [151.

Proposition 5 - Let card rl = e and assume the continuum hypothesis

(CH). Then no u1trafi1ter measure exists on ~(rl) (i .e., under CH,

e is not a measurab1e cardinal).

Proof - See [17] or [11] .•

We point out that Coro11ary 2 (cfr. Section 3) gives non-existence

of a particu1ar c1ass of u1trafi1ter measures, without any assumption on

the cardina1ity of rl.

We end this Section with a necessary condition for a cardinal to be

measurab1e, which gives an interesting remark to U1am's measure

prob1em; we state first the fo110wing obvious
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Lemma - Let n be a set such that card n is measurab1e, and 1et

~ be the corresponding u1trafi1ter measure. Then ~(E»O imp1ies

card E >~ •
o

Theorem 7 - Let ~ be an u1trafi1ter measure on 's? (n). Then, given

~ continuous measure À on a~ty(n), necessari1y ~ 1 À (Le., ~

is singu1ar with respect to À) and there are sets E c n, with card E>~
o

such that À(E) = O.

Proof - It is essentia11y a reformu1ation of Coro11ary 2, taking into

account the preceding Lemma .•

Remark - Theorem 7 can be 100ked at to give some grounds for the

acceptance or not of the axiom concerning the existence of measurab1e

cardina1s: for examp1e, if we assume that, given a set n, there exists

at 1east a continuous measure on a a-algebra a c P(n), vanishing on1y

on countab1e (-) sets, then card n is not measurab1e.

This resu1t is a1so a partia1 converse to a theorem given by U1am

(cfr. Satz 2, p. 147) in [17J: he proved that, if card n is not measurab1e

and there exists a measure on n, then this measure is necessari1y conti-

nuous.

(-) Here it wou1d be possib1e to rep1ace "countab1e sets" by "sets of
cardina1ity 1ess than card n", just using a suitab1e definition of
measure, in which countab1e additivity is rep1aced by the ·natura1~

stronger requirement (cfr. [14], p. 20).

,


